Adding Up the Cost of Climate Change in Lost Lives
By Greg Ip
Aug. 1, 2018 – Scorching heat waves have gripped the world in recent weeks, from the Pacific Northwest to Northern Europe and, most tragically, Japan, where more than 100 mostly elderly people have died.  The usual caveat applies: no single event can be specifically tied to climate change.  Nonetheless, it offers an unsettling preview of what may be in store for the coming century.
Just how much should the world worry?  Optimists often note that most countries will be richer by the end of this century, and societies are adaptable, both of which ought to reduce the harm from a warming climate.  But an exhaustive new study focusing only on heat-related damage reaches a sobering conclusion: by the year 2099, even with economic growth and adaptation, 1.5 million more people will die each year around the world because of increased heat.  By comparison, 1.25 million people died in 2013 in all traffic accidents world-wide.
Moreover, adaptation extracts an economic toll, from installing more air conditioning to curbing outdoor activity.  The study calculates that such efforts effectively more than double the cost of climate change-induced heat.
The conclusion comes from a team of economists, scientists, computer modelers, and other experts working under the aegis of the Climate Impact Lab.  The think tank based at the University of Chicago.  Their study is led by Michael Greenstone of the University of Chicago, Solomon Hsiang of the University of California at Berkeley, Trevor Houser of the Rhodium Group and Robert Kopp of Rutgers University.  It is being published Wednesday by the nonpartisan Becker Friedman Institute at the University of Chicago.
While climate change can have many repercussions - from rising sea levels, changed crop yields, drought, migration and potentially civil unrest, this study considers only heat.  Excessive heat can lead to brain and kidney damage and cardiovascular stress, especially for those over 64.  That is why Japan’s recent experience is relevant.  Japan is an aging society and the rest of the world will get steadily older over the coming century.
To predict the damage from climate change, scholars have relied on large-scale computer models, some originating in the 1990s.  One of their problems is that they rely on highly simplified relationships that may not capture how different regions respond.  There are now 100s of empirical studies, for example, of the Chicago heat wave in 1995 or Northern Europe in 2003.  But they don’t show how mortality may change as societies get richer and thus have better health care, or adapt, for example by working outdoors less.
The Climate Impact Lab approach is more comprehensive.  Using data covering 56% of the world’s population, it divides the world into 24,000 regions.  Then it examines how differing climates and income levels influence heat-related mortality.  It counts both lives lost to extreme heat, and lives saved from less extreme cold.  (It doesn’t project how climate may directly affect income and population, for example via migration.)  By treating the world as 1,000s of regions, instead of just one, and incorporating adaptation, “They’re making huge advances here,” says Maureen Cropper, an environmental economist at the University of Maryland who isn’t involved in the study.
Not surprisingly, wealthier places fare better.  in Houston, each additional day averaging 35°C (95°F), relative to a “normal” day of 20°, raises the annual death rate by 0.5 per 100,000 people.  In Cairo, which is as hot as Houston but only 10% as rich, a hot day is nearly 10 times deadlier.  More surprising, temperate places fare worse, because they aren’t used to heat.  In Seattle, a hot day is 7 times deadlier than in Houston, because fewer homes have air conditioning and people spend more time outdoors.
The study uses these relationships to project the effects of global temperatures rising 4°C by 2099.  This is the scientific consensus of how much temperatures will rise if no steps are taken to slow carbon emissions.  Without the benefits of growth and adaptation, mortality rates would rise by 125 per 100,000 people, or 14 million additional deaths.  Factoring in rising incomes, that drops to 44.  Incorporating adaptive behavior, such as staying indoors, it drops further, to 13, roughly 1.5 million people.
The impacts are highly uneven.  Mortality actually drops in temperate, rich cities such as Oslo, because they experience fewer dangerously cold days and their affluence minimizes the harm of hot days.  It rises sharply in places like Mogadishu, Somalia.  Despite being used to hot days, they aren’t rich enough to withstand the extremes.  In the U.S., mortality drops in the relatively cool northern plains but rises in the southeast.
The toll goes beyond death.  Adaptation avoids some deaths.  But it soaks up money and effort that can’t go toward other things, such as dental care and vacations.  These costs ought to be factored into the effects of climate change.  Regulators evaluating new safety rules routinely express human lives in dollar equivalents.  The study’s authors do the opposite, expressing the costs of adaptation in death-equivalents.  This raises the net impact on mortality to 35 per 100,000, or roughly 3.9 million lives.
Using dollars instead of deaths, the study concludes the heat-related costs incurred by 1 additional metric ton of CO2 is $39, far larger than existing estimates of around $1.50, according to one popular model, says Mr. Greenstone.  He helped developed estimates of the social cost of carbon under President Barack Obama.
It also suggests an even bigger CO2 tax is justified than the $24-a-metric-ton that Republican Congressman Carlos Curbelo of Florida recently proposed.
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